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About the Book 
It's 1921, and after two years at home in Australia,

Katherine King Button has had enough. Her rich

parents have ordered her to get married, but after

serving as a nurse during the horrors of the Great

War, she has vowed never to take orders again. She

flees her parents and the prison of their expectations

for the place of friendship and freedom: Paris. 

Paris in 1921 is the city of freedom, the place where

she can remake herself as Kiki Button, gossip

columnist extraordinaire, partying with the rich and

famous, the bohemian and bold, the suspicious and

strange. 

But on the modelling dais, Picasso gives her a job: to

find his wife's portrait, which has gone mysteriously

missing. That same night, her old spymaster from the

war contacts her - she has to find a double agent or

face jail. Through parties, whisky and informants,

Kiki has to use every ounce of her determination, her

wit and her wiles to save herself, the man she adores,

and the life she has come to love - in just one week. 

Playful, charming, witty and very, very entertaining,

Kiki Button - the fearless, beautiful and blonde-

bobbed Australienne - is a heroine to win hearts. 



Tessa Lunney on writing  
April in Paris, 1921
1920s Paris is my ultimate fantasy destination. Ever

since I read Among the Bohemians by Virginia

Nicholson, I have been fascinated (read: obsessed) with

it. Nicholson’s book explores the lives of bohemian,

artistic London from 1900 to WWII – not their work,

but how they dressed, where they lived, what they

ate, how they created lives as artists, rebels, and thrill-

seekers. As Virginia Woolf’s grand-niece, she is well

placed to know! Her book came at a time when I was

struggling with how to make a writing life, and was

searching for a guide, a template, examples from the

past. The book changed my life.   

I read much of her research list, then kept reading for

myself. It easily fit into my academic research on war

and war fiction, as the 1920s were, in some way, a

reaction to WWI: wild parties that were about trying

to outrun the long shadow of war; an embrace of the

mechanical age; middle class women unwilling and

unable to go back into the home, and working-class

women unwilling to go back into service; loosened

class relations and race relations, especially in Britain;

a desperate need to throw out the old order and make

it new. Much of this work had begun before the war,

of course, but it increased afterwards with the fast

pace of the industrial age.  

It also let me explore many of my other areas of

interest: the position of women in politics and society;

twentieth century history, in particular the interwar

period; modernism and its effect on mainstream

culture; the intersection of fashion and politics; how to

be an artist; how to be a modern woman.  A tall order

for one book, perhaps, but the 1920s was a radical

time. 

'I wanted more of 
the bright wit of 
Nancy Mitford 
(I’d read all her 
books too), a book 
that took me away 
to another world, 
another life … so I 
decided to 
combine 
everything I 
wanted and Kiki 
was the result.'
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But the book also filled a personal gap for me. I had 

read all the Phryne Fisher books and seen the series 

twice. I had read Nicola Upson’s Josephine Tey books 

but they were becoming too dark to read with an 

infant in my arms. I wanted more of the bright wit of 

Nancy Mitford (I’d read all her books too), a book that 

took me away to another world, another life … so I 

decided to combine everything I wanted and Kiki was 

the result. 

Reviews
“'Kiki Button lives by her wits, her style and an 

irrepressible joie de vivre.' Sulari Gentill, author, 

A Few Right Thinking Men 

‘Fascinating characters, beautifully written.’  Kate 

Williams, New York Times bestselling author of 

Becoming Queen Victoria 

‘An irresistible debut! Adventurous and whip-smart, 

Kiki Button is Jazz Age Paris's most dazzling ex-pat.’ 

 David Krugler, author of The Dead Don’t Bleed 

‘Liberated from her wartime duties as a nurse, Kiki 

Button, Tessa Lunney’s main character of her debut 

April in Paris, 1921, is a gossip columnist-cum- 

detective who finds herself mixed up in a mystery set 

against the backdrop of post-WWI Paris. Lunney 

takes the reader on a breathless, page-turning journey 

through cafes, streets, and dark alleys of this 

Bohemian time period, searching for a stolen piece of 

art. Kiki, who is charming, self-possessed, and sexually 

free, is readable and fun, a modern woman blazing 

though the Années folles no holds barred.’  John 

Copenhaver, author of Dodging and Burning 

'Kiki Button 
lives by her 
wits, her style 
and an 
irrepressible 
joie de vivre.'  
Sulari Gentill
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Tessa Lunney is a novelist, poet, and 

occasional academic. In 2016 she won 

the prestigious Griffith University 

Josephine Ulrick Prize for Literature 

for 'Chess and Dragonflies' and the A 

Room Of Her Own Foundation 

Orlando Prize for Fiction for her 

story 'Those Ebola Burners Them'. She 

was also the recipient of a Varuna 

Fellowship. In 2013, she graduated 

from Western Sydney University 

with a Doctorate of Creative Arts 

that explored silence in Australian 

war fiction. 

In 2014 she was awarded an 

Australia Council ArtStart grant for 

literature. Her poetry, short fiction, 

and reviews have been published in 

Best Australian Poems 2014, 

Southerly, Cordite, Griffith Review, 

and the Australian Book Review, 

among others. 

https://tessalunney.com
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1. In this book, the legacy of World War One – physical, emotional, political, cultural – is long and 

complex. In early 1921, the war is still very much present.  What do you think of Kiki’s emotional and 

physical ‘hangover’ from the war? How much of her actions are actually reactions to her war 

service? Do you think she is traumatised? 

2. How much are the actions of some of the other major characters – Bertie, Maisie, Harry, Fox, Fern 

– a reaction to their war service? 

3. Fascism had its germination in 19th century nation-building, but it truly flowered after WWI. 

Why do you think the characters react so passionately to its ideas – either fervently in favour, or 

desperately against? 

4. Character relationships are the core of all novels. The main relationship in this novel is between 

Kiki and you, the reader. How does Kiki speak to you? What do you think of her? 

5. Dr Fox – is he bad or simply misunderstood? What do you think are his intentions towards Kiki? 

6. Who is the ‘real’ villain – Fox, Fern, or Hausmann? 

7. Kiki is a sexually liberated woman. She clearly adores Tom, so why doesn’t she have sex with him? 

8. Female characters, especially female detectives, are not always written with strong, independent, 

sustaining friendships. How important are Kiki’s friends – in particular Maisie and Harry – to her?  

9. Bertie holds and ambiguous place in Kiki’s life. Do you think 

he is more of a friend or more of a lover? 

10. Which minor or side characters do you find most 

interesting? For example: who is North, really? How much pain 

is Violet in? Is Céline to be trusted when she speaks about Olga 

Picasso? What do you think of Picasso? Are the Russians 

interesting or dire? 

11. The 1920s was an exciting time to be an expat in Paris, as 

many artists congregated in Montparnasse and Montmartre. 

How many of the artists that Kiki names do you recognise? 

12. How much is Kiki’s freedom dependent on her being in 

Paris? Do you think she is freer in Paris than she could be 

elsewhere, or is that just a story she tells herself? 

13. This is a mystery story with strong elements of romance, a 

mix of two genres. How, and how well, do crime and romance 

mix in this novel? 

14. Crime novels generally demand a resolution. Do you think 

the mystery has been resolved here? If so, how satisfactorily? If 

not, what has been left unresolved and why?

Reading Group Questions


